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World Directory of Crystallographers - Yves
Epelboin 2013-04-17
The 10th edition of the World Directory of
Crystallographers and of Other Scientists
Employing Crystallographic Methods is a revised
and up-to-date edition of the World Directory
and contains the current addresses, academic
status and research interests of over 8000
scientists in 74 countries. It is produced directly
from the regularly updated electronic World
Directory database, which is accessible via the
World-Wide Web. Full details of the database are
given in an Annex to the printed edition.
World Directory of Crystallographers - Allan
L. Bednowitz 2013-04-17
A brief historical account of the background
leading to the publication of the first four
editions of the World Directory of
Crystallographers was presented by G. Boom in
his preface to the Fourth Edition, published late
in 1971. That edition was produced by
traditional typesetting methods from
compilations of biographical data prepared by
national Sub-Editors. The major effort required
to produce a directory by manual methods
provided the impetus to use computer

techniques for the Fifth Edition. The account of
the production of the first computer assisted
Directory was described by S.C. Abrahams in the
preface of the Fifth Edition. Computer
composition, which required a machine readable
data base, offered several major advantages. The
choice of typeface and range of characters was
flexible. Corrections and additions to the data
base were rapid and, once established, it was
hoped updating for future editions would be
simple and inexpensive. The data base was put
to other Union uses, such as preparation of
mailing labels and formulation of lists of
crystallographers with specified common fields
of interest. The Fifth Edition of the World
Directory of Crystallographers was published in
June of 1977, the Sixth in May of 1981. The
Subject Indexes for the Fifth and Sixth Editions
were printed in 1978 and 1981 respectively,
both having a limited distribution.
Cell Surface Carbohydrates and Cell
Development - Minoru Fukuda 1991-12-13
Cell Surface Carbohydrates and Cell
Development summarizes knowledge on the
structure and function of cell surface
carbohydrates in development and
differentiation. The chapters include reviews on
the expression of cell type-specific
carbohydrates and their roles in cell-cell
interaction. In particular, the role of cell surface
carbohydrates in immune cell response,
malignant transformation, fertilization, and
neural cell development are addressed. This
includes the exciting discovery about the role of
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adhesive molecules in leukocyte-endothellium
interaction. Cell Surface Carbohydrates and Cell
Development also summarizes the latest
knowledge on structure and biosynthesis of
carbohydrates, the role of specific carbohydrate
modification, and animal lectins. The book will
be useful to researchers and students interested
in the biology of glycoproteins and
biotechnology.
Carbohydrate Chemistry - 1992

Medicine (U.S.) 1981
A keyword listing of serial titles currently
received by the National Library of Medicine.
UCLA Undergraduate Science Journal - 2001

The NIH Record - 1992

Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of America National Academy of Sciences (U.S.) 1980-11

Carbohydrate Dehydrogenases—Advances in
Research and Application: 2013 Edition 2013-06-21
Carbohydrate Dehydrogenases—Advances in
Research and Application: 2013 Edition is a
ScholarlyPaper™ that delivers timely,
authoritative, and intensively focused
information about ZZZAdditional Research in a
compact format. The editors have built
Carbohydrate Dehydrogenases—Advances in
Research and Application: 2013 Edition on the
vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™
You can expect the information about
ZZZAdditional Research in this book to be
deeper than what you can access anywhere else,
as well as consistently reliable, authoritative,
informed, and relevant. The content of
Carbohydrate Dehydrogenases—Advances in
Research and Application: 2013 Edition has been
produced by the world’s leading scientists,
engineers, analysts, research institutions, and
companies. All of the content is from peerreviewed sources, and all of it is written,
assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively
from us. You now have a source you can cite
with authority, confidence, and credibility. More
information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Current Catalog - National Library of Medicine
(U.S.)
First multi-year cumulation covers six years:
1965-70.
Federal Grants and Contracts for
Unclassified Research in the Life Sciences 1955

Index of Conference Proceedings Received British Library. Lending Division 1980
The Centennial Record of the University of
California - Verne A. Stadtman 1967

Peterson's Guide to Graduate Programs in
the Physical Sciences and Mathematics 1991
Serials Holdings List, UCLA Biomedical Library University of California, Los Angeles. Biomedical
Library 1984
Timely Research Perspectives in
Carbohydrate Chemistry - Walther Schmid
2012-12-06
This book includes a collection of minireviews
and research papers written by international
leaders in the field of carbohydrate chemistry as
well as promising young talents. The contents of
the contributions span from natural products
over structure elucidation with special emphasis
on spectroscopy, syntheses and synthetic
methods, biological activities, applications of
carbohydrates and carbohydrate mimetics as
well as their use as molecular scaffolds and
carriers of biological information. The reader
will get a representative overview of state-of-theart research topics and approaches.
Medical Books and Serials in Print - 1984
Diabetes Literature Index - 1979

Index of NLM Serial Titles - National Library of

Polysaccharides in Medicinal Applications Severian Dumitriu 2017-10-19
Integrates the latest advances in polysaccharide
chemistry and structure analysis, with the
practical applications of polysaccharides in
medicine and pharmacy, highlighting the role of
glycoconjugates in basic biological processes
and immunology. It also presents recent
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developments in glycobiology and
glycopathology. The work covers bacterial,
fungal and cell-wall polysaccharides, microbial
and bacterial exopolysaccharides, industrial
gums, the biosynthesis of bacterial
polysaccharides, and the production of microbial
polysaccharides.
Cell Surface Carbohydrate Chemistry Robert E. Harmon 2013-09-17
Cell Surface Carbohydrate Chemistry is a
collection of papers from a symposium of the
same title held in San Francisco, U.S.A. on
September 1-2, 1976. The book discusses cell
biology and carbohydrates, particularly
oligosaccharides that make up the glycoproteins
and glycolipids in the cell membrane of normal
neoplastic cells. One paper discusses the
involvement of membranes in the biosynthesis of
glycoproteins. One author also analyzes the
glycoproteins from the surface of tumor cells.
The glycoproteins have complex saccharide
structures similar to virus transformed
fibroblasts or transformed epithelial cells.
Another paper cites the concepts made by
Abercrombie and Ambrose regarding distinct
galactosyltransferase activity released by tumor
cells. Another paper addresses a hypothetical
mechanism to explain the control of cell growth
by nucleoside efflux through the membrane. One
author analyzes the basis for the selectivity of
some cancer chemotherapeutic agents—these
can also have an effect in the immunity
responses of the host against cancer cells. This
book can prove useful for the medically-oriented
investigator, the biologist, and the scientist
involved in molecular chemistry and cancer
research.
Introduction to General, Organic, and
Biochemistry + Owl Youbook Access Card Frederick A. Bettelheim 2015-06-25
Medical Books and Serials in Print, 1979 - R. R.
Bowker LLC 1979-05
Federal Grants and Contracts for
Unclassified Research in the Life Sciences National Science Foundation (U.S.) 1952
Medical and Health Care Books and Serials
in Print - 1988
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Host-Guest Chemistry - Soledad Penades
2003-07-01
with contributions by numerous experts
Canadian Journal of Chemistry - 2002-07
Journal of Cellular Biochemistry - 1985
Advances in Carbohydrate Chemistry and
Biochemistry - Derek Horton 2011-08
Since its inception in 1945, this serial has
provided critical and integrating articles written
by research specialists that integrate industrial,
analytical, and technological aspects of
biochemistry, organic chemistry, and
instrumentation methodology in the study of
carbohydrates. The articles provide a definitive
interpretation of the current status and future
trends in carbohydrate chemistry and
biochemistry. Features contributions from
leading authorities and industry experts Informs
and updates on all the latest developments in the
field
Carbohydrate Chemistry - R J Ferrier
2007-10-31
Carbohydrate Chemistry provides review
coverage of all publications relevant to the
chemistry of monosaccharides and
oligosaccharides in a given year. The amount of
research in this field appearing in the organic
chemical literature is increasing because of the
enhanced importance of the subject, especially
in areas of medicinal chemistry and biology. In
no part of the field is this more apparent than in
the synthesis of oligosaccharides required by
scientists working in glycobiology.
Clycomedicinal chemistry and its reliance on
carbohydrate synthesis is now very well
established, for example, by the preparation of
specific carbohydrate- based antigens, especially
cancer-specific oligosaccharides and
glycoconjugates. Coverage of topics such as
nucleosides, amino-sugars, alditols and cyclitols
also covers much research of relevance to
biological and medicinal chemistry. Each volume
of the series brings together references to all
published work in given areas of the subject and
serves as a comprehensive database for the
active research chemist Specialist Periodical
Reports provide systematic and detailed review
coverage in major areas of chemical research.
Compiled by teams of leading authorities in the
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relevant subject areas, the series creates a
unique service for the active research chemist,
with regular, in-depth accounts of progress in
particular fields of chemistry. Subject coverage
within different volumes of a given title is similar
and publication is on an annual or biennial basis.
Region Seven (NN/LM) Resource Libraries
Union List of Serials - 1995

The Journal of Biological Chemistry - 1969
Vols. 3-140 include the society's Proceedings,
1907-41
Energetics of Biological Macromolecules, Part E

- 2004-04-02
Energetics of Biological Macromolecules, Part E
focuses on methods related to allosteric enzymes
and receptors, including fluorescent proves,
spectroscopic methods and quantitative analysis
as well as on cooperativity in protein folding.
NMR and mass spectrometry methods are
discussed. Allosteric Enzymes and Receptors
Cooperativity in Protein Folding and Assembly
The Cumulative Book Index - 1971
A world list of books in the English language.
Molecular Nutrition - Janos Zempleni 2003
Molecular nutrition (the study of interactions
between nutrients and various intracellular and
extracellular molecules) is one of the most
rapidly developing fields in nutritional science.
Ultimately, molecular nutrition research will
reveal how nutrients may affect fundamental
processes such as DNA repair, cell proliferation,
and apoptosis. This book is the only single
complete volume available reviewing the field of
molecular nutrition. It contains contributions
from leading international experts, and reviews
the most important and latest research from
various areas of molecular nutrition.
Introduction to General, Organic and
Biochemistry + Owlv2, 1 Term 6 Months
Printed Access Card -
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Introduction to Organic and Biochemistry Frederick A. Bettelheim 2012-01-01
This innovative partial version of
INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL, ORGANIC, AND
BIOCHEMISTRY gives students a solid
foundation of the chemistry of the human body,
consistently demonstrating that a strong
background in molecular structure and
properties leads to better understanding of
biochemical interactions. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Biological Chemistry Hoppe-Seyler - 1988-07
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